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This definitive reference work is the first to interrelate and synthesize the outpouring of controversial and often contradictory information on all aspects of male and female homosexuality and bisexuality. Over 770 articles by 84 noted experts cover a broad range of topics. The Encyclopedia is cross-cultural—it covers Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific as well as Western culture. It also stretches across time, from pre-literate peoples to the present day. The coverage is interdisciplinary, encompassing literature, the arts, religion, science, law, philosophy, society, history, psychology, and more—the entire range of human activity and endeavor. A comprehensive 65-page index of some 5,000 entries allows quick access to all major topics.
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"A superb reference tool...useful to both scholar and layman....readable at a high school level....Highly recommended." —Library Journal

"Brings together a wealth of data, information, and interpretations on homosexuality....a highly recommended purchase for public and academic libraries." —Reference Books Bulletin

"Ground-breaking....Immeasurably useful." —Wilson Library Bulletin

"There is nothing like it, and Garland deserves praise for publishing a work of such high quality....essential for all libraries." —Choice

"Impressive....Every high school, college, and public library...should order it for its reference collection." —RQ

"A masterful summary of current knowledge and informed scholarly opinion....High school, college, university, and public libraries should purchase it." —American Reference Books Annual
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